
Safety is a top priority. 
UC Davis has a comprehensive 
emergency management  
program and its own police  
and fire departments. 

The university is prepared  
to distribute life saving and  
other important information  
in emergencies.

Make a 911 call. 
Davis Campus 
All emergency calls:  
911 or 530-752-1230 

Sacramento Campus 
All emergency calls:  
911 or 916-734-2555 

Sign up for personal alerts. 
UC Davis uses UC Davis WarnMe and Aggie Alert messages to provide faculty, staff, students and 
others with timely information during emergencies and other urgent situations.

UC Davis WarnMe and Aggie Alert

UC Davis sends WarnMe and Aggie Alert 
messages by text, email and the Everbridge 
Mobile app to provide employees, students  
and other subscribers with timely information  
and instructions during emergencies and  
other urgent situations.

WarnMe messages are issued during 
emergencies that pose an immediate  
threat to life and safety.

Aggie Alert messages are issued during fast-
moving events on and around Davis campus 
facilities that may cause disruption to normal 
activities (e.g., tragic impacts, shelter in place).

All @ucdavis.edu email addresses are  
registered. Employees and students can add 
additional contact methods and update their 
contact information at warnme.ucdavis.edu.

Parents, vendors and others without a  
UC Davis email address can sign up to  
receive WarnMe and Aggie Alert messages —  
when issued by text — for the Davis campus  
by texting UCDAlerts to 888777.

Learn More.
Learn more about Davis campus 
safety and emergency readiness  
at emergency.ucdavis.edu. 
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CalAlerts 

The state of California uses Wireless Emergency Alerts (WEAs) to send concise, text-like  
messages during emergency situations. To sign up for county notifications, visit CalAlerts.org.



University Pages 
UC Davis posts information about  
emergencies and other major news on  
its home page at ucdavis.edu. News can  
also be found at ucdavis.edu/news.

Social Media

UC Davis posts emergency  
information to its main Facebook  
and X (formerly Twitter) accounts.  
Follow @ucdavis to receive updates.

Call for campus status.
The Emergency Status Line provides a 
recorded message about the status of the 
Davis campus. In an emergency, it indicates 
the emergency’s nature and provides brief 
instructions. Call 530-752-4000.

Listen to news media. 
UC Davis works directly with the news  
media to broadly disseminate information 
about emergencies and provide direction  
to students, employees and others.

KFBK 1530 AM and 93.1 FM broadcast 
Emergency Alert System messages  
for several Northern California counties. 
KFBK offers live audio streaming at kfbk.com.

Find information online.

Learn more.
Learn more about Davis campus 
safety and emergency readiness  
at emergency.ucdavis.edu. 
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